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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sam added the required parameter to the necessary configuration
files for enabling Quality of Service (QoS) on the IBM Domino
server. When Sam restarted Domino the Server Console did not
display any QoS status/event messages or indications that it is
running. What must Sam do in order to ensure QoS is running and
view the configuration and events for the current logged run?
A. Start the Domino server as an application and use the tell
qos resume command at the Domino server console to resume QoS
and view itsconfiguration and event messages.
B. Start the Domino server as either service or application and
view the QoS configuration and event messages from the
notes.log file.
C. Start the Domino server under the Java controller and use
the qosctnrlr&lt;timestamp&gt;.out file toview the QoS
configuration and eventmessages.
D. Start the Domino server as a service and use the remote
server console to view the QoS configuration and event
messages.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
In single sign-on, the secondary domain needs to trust the
primary domain to do which of the following? (Select TWO).
A. Correctly assert the identity and authorization credentials
of the end user.
B. Protect the authentication credentials used to verify the
end user identity to the secondary domain for authorized use.
C. Correctly assert the authentication and authorization
credentials of the end user.
D. Correctly assert the identity and authentication credentials
of the end user.
E. Protect the authentication credentials used to verify the
end user identity to the secondary domain for unauthorized use.
F. Protect the accounting credentials used to verify the end
user identity to the secondary domain for unauthorized use.
Answer: B,D
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